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Meg Schachter
May 7, 1979

The Job Creation Potential of Solar andConservation: A Critical Evaluation

he development of solar energy and
conservation, in this country,

as with all other recent forms of energy, has taken place in a political
context. Early proponents focused on tha use of ,solar energy as aninexhaustible source of energy

which, 'compared to iMst conventional andaucleatalternatives, was environmentally benign. Together with conser-
vation methods, solar technologies

were seen to provide the neededalternative to a growing dependence
cn costly nonrenewable

uranium andfossil fuels. these claims came in response to concern over emergingproblems of environmental degradatior. and shortages of nonrenewableenergy sources. Few solar technologies were actually used at the time,primarlly due to the high costs of solar relative to conventionalsystems. Proponents asserted that the environmental benefits of solar
and its ::exhaustible nature more than outweighed the additional cost.

At present, many conservation methods and some important applications
of solar energy are cost-effective

to the energy use:. Yet, due to sub-
sidies to other energy forms, corporate control over fossil fuel sources,
and a variety

of institutional
barriers, the implementation of solar and

energy conservation is proceeding more slowly than simple
cost-effectiveness

criteria might dictate. As a result,
the politics of conservation and, inparticular, solar

development have shifted to the issue of job creation.
:n an era where the private corporate economy

seems Imcapable of creating
sufficient employment, responsibility for job creation

increasingly fallsto public decisions. In this context, a significant
advantage accrues to

any energy source that can claim (legitimately
or otherwise) that it isessential to

increasing employment.
Not surprisingly, solar proponentsnow assert that a solar and

conservation oriented economy will createvastly larger numbers of bobs than the conventional and nuclear alternatives.Such assertions have not yet been
comprehensively reviewed, although theyare playing an increasingly political role. From the public policy per-spective, high

continuing unemployment dictates that we take seriously theemployment effects of public decisions, particularly chose as fundamentalas energy policy. From the political perspective, it i3 important thatthe assertions of solar proponents be accurate, so that the other morepositive' aspects of a
solar/conservation alternative (i.e., environment,cost, inexhaustible supply) are not discredited by politically

exaggeratedemployment claims.

The purpose of this article is (1) to briefly outline a cotteptualfrsmesmrk for comparing the quantitative and qualitative aspects of lobcreation among energy alternatives, and (2) to describe and evaluate the"state-of-the-art" of employment impact analyses. Hopefully, this dis-cussion will provide solar proponents and public
policy decisionmakerswith 4 better understanding of the issues and trade -offs, involved inmakins enerzy choites.
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Part 1. A Conceptual Framework For Analvsisl

Comparing energy alternatives in terms of job creation potential isan extremely tenuous process due to the paucity of conceptual and statis-tical analysii in this area. Ideally, one would like'to compare both thequantitative and qualitative aspects of job creation among alternatives.For.instaace:several recent studies compute the number of jobs per energyoutput or the total cost per job as a basis for comparison. These quon-titative ratios are useful if they are developed in a conceptually sound andconsistent tanner for cacti energy alternative. In addition to quantitativeindicators, the qualitative characteristics of job creation should alsobe considered. A comprehensive employment impact analysis would comparejob skill ladle, the timing, stability and geographic distribution ofjobs, displacement effects the workplace environaint.

. The developmenrof meaningful cost/job or jobs/energy output ratiosrequire a clear understanding of what is Meant by "cost", "energy output"and "jobs." Ideally, the cost figures should reflect total private andsocial costs associated with each alternative energy project, discountedover an equal time period.2

?rivets costs for residential solar or conservation programs wouldinclude: plant and equipment costs (where additional production capacityis needed), installationi materials, OW, labor and return on capital(i.e., profit, rents and interest ). Solar systems should also includethe cost of storage and/or conventional backup power. For an electricpoWerplant, private costs would include fuel costs, plant construction,materials, general O&M, labor, utility company overhead, reserves, trans-mtssion and distribution costs and return on capital. In addition,thereal resource cost of construction delays, due to lengthy siting reviews,public hearings and intervention, should be considered.

Social costs include all forms of public subsidization such as taxincentives (e.g., accelerated depreciation, detuctions for intangibledrilling costs, income and investment tax credits) and MOO funding. Theyalso include any social costs not reflected in private costs--such as theSilber, real resource cost of energy (which is aot entirely reflected inprivate costs due to Federal pricing policies and utility practices), orthe costs associated with environmental degradation and occupationalhazards.3 On balance, conventional
energy alternatives incur higher socialcosts relative to solar energy and conservation, particularly with thecurrent level of Government

expenditures to the nuclear, electricity, oil,coal and natural gas industries.4

The energy output figure should reflect the amount of energy saved oradditionally supplied by the project. It is important, however, that allefficiency losses occurred during energy conversion and transmission beaccounted for. In other words, the energy output figure should representthe average Btu equivalent of energy available at its end use.
1
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Furthermore, the comparisons should be made between "perfect 'energy
substitutes". It is clear that photovoltaics, which produces electri-
city, can readily-substitute for:conventional electric power. However,
tor industrial or agricultural users, who require a higher level of
process heat then-solar water or space heating systems provide, it is
uncletr that this assumption holds. Similarly, for residential users of
heating oil or gas, photovoltaics might not be-the appropriate substitute;
In addition, powerplaats generate energy capable of performing many more
-functions than space and water heating, and would be ,capable of meetins,
except for rare power outages', the entire heating requirements of the
home. All of the economically feasibl4 solar on the other hand,
still require some conventional backup heating system. In short, it is
essential to consider the particular users and usages of a .conventional
energy system whin evaluating potential energy savings or supplies from
alternative sources'.

the number of jobs required by an energy system is usttally expressed
in person-years (or job) or person-hours of work15 The total number of
lobs created can be broken down into three basic categories:

Direct employment, or the labor input required for resource
recovery, direct manufacturing, construction and general O&M
associated with the energy system. For a solar heating system,
direct employment includes: jobs required for collector/component
manufacturing, installation, O&M and backup power. For a
powerplant, it includes: plant construction, resource recovery
and transportation, turbine/generator manufacturing, electric
transmission and distribution.

2. Indirect employment, or the sobs produced in supporting
industries required to provide materials and services for
the energy systems, and

3. Induced emmloYment, or labor required to meet the increased
demand for goods and services generated by the increased
capital and labor income associated with 1 and 2.

Ccnceptually, the third category of jobs is the least well understood.
Basically, the theory of "induced employment" can be explained as follows:
Some portion of the labor and capital income generated by an energy pro-
ject will either be reinvested in productive equipment or saved. The
other portion will be spent by labor, stockholders, rentiers, and the
Ocvotmment (i.e., as the recipient of increased tax dollars) on additional
;cods and services. This demand for goods and services will, in turn,
generate employment. Eventually, savings and investment will also generate
employment, although the timing of job creation is more difficult to
daterw,ine.

Because alternative energy sources reduce the demand for conventional
inerr production, additional factors must be considered to arrive at a
net employment impact figure. Such factors include the responding effects

6
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of the capital and fuel savings achieved, as well as jobs displacedwhere alternative technologies actually replace conventional systems.Moreover, any tmargy alternative that costs more per enery output and ismade available to the public could decrease employment by divertingspending from other sectors -of the economy, to the extent that these sec-tors are more labor-intensive.

Another issue to consider is the impact of alternative technologieson income distribution, savings and investment patterns, and economicgrowth. Technologies that result in a significantly different distrbuttonof income between wage-earners and capitalists will have different effectsin the national level of investment, economic growth and ultimately-employ-ment. While this effect may not be relevant in isolated instances of tech-nological change, it is important When considering a substitution of solarand conservation for,conventional energy alternatives on a national scale.

In addition to the quantitative impact, the qualitative impact ofenergy alternatives on labor must be considered. A comprehensive employmentimpact analysis would include such qualitative factors as: the skill andincome levels of the jobs created, the time and geographic distribution ofthe jobs, the stability of the demand for labor, and the impact on the work-place environment and occupational safety. The skill levels required foralternativeenergy systems are particularly important when considering thedisplacement of labor employed in conventional alternatives. If solartechnologies create predominately low-skilled jobs, for example, they offerlimited job opportunities
for skilled Workers of a conventional power plant(although they could be appropriately targeted to underemployed areas).

Conceptualization is only one dimension of employment analysis, albeitan extremely important one. The other dimension is data analysis, which
presupposes the existence of an accurate data base. However, unlike con-ventional energy production systems Whose labor requirements and :oats areknown with some degree of certainty (even nuclear power has a history of costs),solar and conservation technologies are relatively new and commerciallyuntested. These are nascent industries whose technologies and productionefficiencies will change significantly with widespread application. Thismakes projections of costs and labor requirements extremely tenuous. Hence,the actual cost and magnitude of job creation in the solar and conservationindustries is subject to error. Nevertheless, as discussed below, it ispossible to make general comparisocs of the direct employment impacts amongenergy alternatives.

Part 2: The Analytical "State of the Art"

Several recent studies have begun to generate useful data cn the numberand types of jobs associated with alternative energy technoloRies. InRenaral, however, the analyses are incomplete and, in some cases, concep-tually inaccurate. The following examples give an indication of the stateof the art of employment impact analysis.

A study by the U.S. Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) has comparedthe direct labor requirements for a coal-fired generation plant with thosefor two solar energy systems.6 For the conventional system, the analysis



includes: all labor requirements for construction at the plant site, tobuild the RC-V.4 turbine generator in a factory, to operate the gene-rating facility at an average of 75 percent full capacity for a period of30 ?airs, to build a coal mine large enough to support the plant,' tooperate the mine, to transport the 2.5 million tons of coal per year neededto operate the plant, and to construct and maintain a transmission anddistribution network. The labor requirements for the solarsystem includethose for manufacturing and installing the collectors, routine operation
and maintenance, and conventional backup over a 20-year system life. Thisis the only study I examined that attempts to estimate jobs associatedwith photcvoltaics, an area of solar energy that has been virtually over-looked in job impact analyses. The study concludes from this comparisonthat "if all conventional power were replaced with solar units, labor
requirements would be multiplied by a factor of 2 to 5. The multiplierwould be even higher if a substantial amount of conventional venerating
equipment was required to provide backup of the solar system."7 As dis-cussed briefly above, the idea of "replacing" conventional power with solarassumes perfect substitutability.

Unfortunatoly,'the OTA analysis does notprovide comparable cost estimates for these particular energy systems.

According to an analysis by Skip Laitner of Critical Mass, what istrue for a coal-fired conventional plant is even more truefor nuclear.8
A comparison of the total requirements of a 1,000-MWe coal or nuclear
powerplant calculated over the facilities' lifetime indicates that nuclearpower requires 30 percent lass direct labor man-hours than the coal equi-valent. The study-examines the construction and operation of l,000-MWe
single-unit powerplants run at a 75 percent capacity factor. The manpowerused to construct the miming and processing facilities in the fuel cycle,the annual operating requirements of the fuel cycle, and the annual O&M ofthe powerplant are also examined. Laitnees analysis shows that, although
the construction labor requirements are higher for nuclear powerplants,
the manpower required for all other phases of the power system is higherfor coal than for nuclear. It therefore follows that solar systems willrequire more direct labor than nuclear plants for an equivalent amount ofenergy. This conclusion is also supported by the studies discussed below.

In what is perhaps the most comprehensive analysis of this kind, theCouncil on Economic Priorities (CEP) is presently exploring the employment
impact, relative costs, and energy savings/supply associated with conser-vation, nuclear, and solar energy systems on Long Island, Sew York. TheCErs Jobs Study is inveztigating the potential for a combination of
conservation and solar 'Loom applications as an alternative to c'wo proposednuclear powerplants.9

According to CEP's preliminary estimates, the combinod_solar/conservationoption would generate 270 percent more direct employment and produce/save206 percent more energy than the nuclear option at a lower total cost. For-
the solar/conservation option, total costs per person-year would be one-
third as high as the nuclear option. It should be noted that the analysis,=its backup power costs and employment.10 In terms of equivalent energy.:u.tput, the solar /conservation option also provides significantly more
.f:bs than nuclear (i.e., 31 percent). As in the OTA study, Season's energy
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output comparisons essumes substitutability. This assumption is sub-':c:to criticism, however, since the residential
sector currently uses oil.gas and non-nuclear

electricty, and since relatively fe..; neelectri:homes are expected to be built: in the future on Long :5:and."

The most interesting aspect of this aualysis is that the sc:ar'conservation "package" stands up to nuclear better than either of theindividual components. For instance, a "solar alone" option :cold tust$10.96 billion to replace the nuclear energy equivalent of 0.88 quads,or-about ,40 percent more per quad. Inclusion of power backup costswould increase the expense of solar relative to nuclear. Furthermore, atelectricity rates less than about $0.04/Uh, the scl#x option alone willnut be *conduitsl on a life-cycle basis to the user." A "conservationalone" option, on the other hand, would cost 82.44 billion to.replace thenuclear energy equivalent, or about 64 percent 1.ess.per quad. it wouldalso be economical
in all parts of the country.L4

However. oonservationalone creates less obs er ener v uivalent than the nuclear ontion. headvantage of 'solar alone" is that'it creates, nine times as many .fobs :::adthan nuclear. (Note that this comparison is consistent with 0:A's findings".Rent., the optimal strategy is to implement a combinationof 3clar tadconservation measures which,together, can create :ere jobs and save enerpyat-lower onsts than nuclear. I will return to this issue in the discussionof YEA's energy conservation public works programs.

A draft study by the California Employment Development Department (E:p)makes similar comparisons between solar and cnnveatif.nal systems: however,their methodology is questionable." The report compares the number ?.:7direct sobs that would be generated by constructing a proposed 1.9C0-':!Wnuclear plant and a proposed 400 -NW combined-cycle plant with their searenergy equivalents. The solar "equivalent" to these plants representsthe amount of energy frau space and water heating units installed in hcmesand apartment buildings which would equal the average annual ki:owatt hoursthe two plants would produce. It should be noted, however. if the ntoberof solar units that make up the equivalents of those plants were actt:allyinstalled, most of the energy displaced in California vculd 7.r:bab:y benatural gas--not electricity. The report !ustifies this comparison zn thegrounds that: "In general, natural gas processing plants are such Lesslabor intensive than electric plants, so the comparison with the solarequivalent would be even act. toriking."4.-
Comparisons of the :ate: inten-sity of different

sectors, as developed by the Lawrence Be:kelt.: :abcra:zry,seem to support this conclusion.16

It is important to note that this analysis defines, "direct" interms of construction
or installation job requirements only. :his is amuch more narrow definition than the one used by CIA and other si;dies. :tdoes not include job requirements for energy resource recovery, directmanufacturing (i.e., collectors and other solar components or =bineassembly), transmission and distributton and routine C4H. these omissionsbias the analysis in favor of solar.''

pith this caveat in mind, WD's findings are' presented in Iab:ebelow. :heir estimates indicate that a solar equivalent will require : toS times more direct person-years than the Sundesart Nuclear Plant. Fir

9



the Potrero Combined Cycle Plant, the findings are even more striking:
The solar equivalent will require to 35 more person-years. Unfor-
tunately, the analysis does not systematically compare the costs of
conventional power with its solar equivalent.

EDD study also attempts to estimate the indirect and induced
employment requirements using an employment multiplier, developed by the
Argonne National Laboratory, of 2.2 total jobs for each direct 12b created 'in the manufacturing and construction industries in California.'.° The
computational form of this multiplier is

EL( 1.4 3 + 3 .+ 33 +1
x

li 2 x 2i 3 3i x ni

%here Esi is the amount of indirect and induced (i.e., nonbasic) employment
in county i. The xi represents two types of variables in. this equation.
The first type is the level of direct employment in each group of basic
sectzts in county i (i.e., agriculture and mining, manufacturing And con-
struction, and transportation). The second type. is Special control
variables which help to characterize the unique levels of indirect or
induced employment in county i (e.g., average family income, student-popu-lation, etc.). The EDD study uses .a multiplier derived from 32, which
indicates the change in indirect and'induced employment associated with a
unit change in manufacturing and construction employment.

These regression multipliers are extremely useful in projecting the
employment impact of a new basic industry in s specific community, countyor state. However, they cre essentially meanin less when con arin the
employment impact of two=-very different technologies within the same basic
indalrylimism. Using the same multiplier for both conventional energyand its solar equivalent essentially assumes that (1) conventional powev-
plants create the same number of indirect jobs as their solar equivalents and(2) 41411 energy alternative creates the same amount of induced jobs. That
is, the labor and capital income provided by each alternative generates the
same level of demand for the same goods and services.

The validity of these assumptions is highly unlikely, given the different
materials requirements, labor intensities and skill and wage levels among
energy alternatives. Ana, unless these differences aro somehow accounted
for, the comparison of total jobs between these energy systems will be
precisely as enlightening as a comparison of direct jobs only.

This can be seen from Table 1, which presents WD's estimates of total
employment impacts. Note that the ratio of total jobs created by the solar
equivalent (single-family residences) to those created by the Potrero plant
is 35 to 1--the same as the direct job comparison. The comparison of total
jobs between the Sundesert Plant and its solar equivalent is also similar to
the direct job comparisena Thus, the employment multiplier used by EDD fails
to enhance their employment impact enalysis of energy alternatives. Until
regression analysis is designed to. differentiate among energy technologies,
the use of multipliers will not reflect the differential impact on indirect
Ind induced employment. Since the present "state of the are is sorely
lacking in this area, I will confine my comparisons to the impact of energy
alternatives cn direct employment.

0
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COMPARLSON OF EMPLOYMINT IMPACTS: ELECTRIC POWERPLANT
CONSTRCCTION VS. SCLAR SYS:EX :::S:ALLA:::N

(20 Year Life)

Direct (a)
Person-Years Reo-4-zA

Construction of Plant/InstallationProject
of Solar Svsten

Sundesert Nuclear Pleat (1,900 MW)
12,736

Solar Equivalent(b)
25,309-106,920

Potrero Combined Cycle Plant
(400 MW) (gas and steam turbine) 429

Solar Equivalent(b) , _

3,579 -::1,006

Total Person-Years Dire ct,(`? .ndirec:
and Induced) Required for Ccnstruttlon
and 06:4 of Plant/Installation ofProiect
Solar System

Sundesert Nuclear Plant (1",900 MW)
36,268

Solar Equivalent(b)

(single-family residences only) :41,053

Potrero Combined Cycle Plant
(400, MW) (gas and steam turbine) .,237

Solar Equivalent(b)
(single-family residences only)

34,383

(a) Direct refers to construction or installation
.!ob requirements only.

(b) Solar equivalent represents the amount of energy from space and waterheating units installed in homes and apartment bui4ings whi:h wcu:iequal the average annual kilowatt-hours produced in each plant. Figherbound represents an equivalent in single-family
residential units :nly.The lower estimates

represent multifamily buildings .nly.

(c) Note: The direct jobs here include C6M over the 20-year life. Thismikes the ratios between solar/nuclear and solar/combined cycle jobsslightly different fnm these above which include construction andinstall4Cion sobs only.

Souroc: A Comarative AnAlvsis of the Emelonent Effects of Solar Inert-
in California, (DRAF) California Employment 2evelopment

77'Department, 19.
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A final point concerning the use of state or regional multipliers
is that their magnitude depends on the degree of diversification (i.e.,how much material inputs are pur:hased within the region) and on the
amount of capital -exported" out of the region. In fact, Arzonne pre-
sents di.:ferent multipliers for each state and subsections of states.
Furthermore, the "national" multiplier will be higher th.n the multi-.
plier associated with any one region. I: is therefore important to
clearly teitne the geographic boundaries of the analysis.

Another ana:7sis of energy and jobs in California was deveIopeA by
the California Public Policy Cancer (UPC). IA a study entitled Jobs
Under The Sun, the CPPC analyzed the job creating potential associated
with its SolarCal proposa1.20 As indicated below, the CPPC analysis is
inaccurate and extremely misleading. Unfortunately, their conclusions are
used indiscriminately by solar proponents to promote SolarCal and similar
initiatives as the means to create several millions of jobs.

The,UPC estimates that SolarCal would generate about 1.1 million
!irect person-years (i.e., installation, collector and component manufac-
turing) over the 1981-1990 period. In addition, the C?PC projects
"induced" employment by using the Argonne.Laboratory multiplier of 2.2
(see above). It should be emphasized. however, that the multiolier is
used incorrect', in COPC's analysis. The 2.2 factor should be applied to
*direct jabs to yield total job requirements. In the C?PC study, however,
the product is used to represent induced jobs and then added to direct
jobs to yield total job requirements. In essence, this manipulation
raises the Argonne multiplier from 2.2 to 3.2. The study also adds to that
figure the jobs created in "distributiona:" functions such as design mar-
keting, distribution and support activities. These jobs are estimated at
25 percent of'cotal manufacture and installation, which effectively in-
creases the multiplier to 3.45. In my estimation, the UPC study grossly
overstates the indirect and induced job requirements associated with solar
systems. Furthermore, as discussed above, there are conceptual problems
with using the Argonne multiplier (even correctly) to compare energy
technologies. Therefore, the discussion of :his study is limited to the
est!.maies of direct job potential.

The CPPC estimates that the solar program would displace 3,627-12,30
bcf (about 8.6 to 12.4 quads) over the 10-year ?erica. This translates into
88,710-127,907 direct person-Years per ouid. As indiosted above, these
estimates are lower than those developed by the CE?, although the job
figures are not dl,rettly comparable.21

The CPPC did not provide an estimate of the cos: for :heir program.
However, elsewhere in their report, they propose another program costing
S42.7 billion which would proeqce a total of 3,829,578 person-years.
Dividing by :heir multiplier of 3.45, I estimate thar this figure would
translate into 1.1 million dirett person-years !which is comparable to the
figure given above) or S38,500 per direct person-years. This estimate is
slightly higher than 3ensen's preliminary estimate of S34,130. When
3ensen's final report is available, a more detailed comparison between he
two studies will be possible.

12
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Although most comparisons to date have contrasted solar with-nuclearor coal electric power, one of the more useful comparisons (particularlyfor California) is between solar and natural gas. The CPPC has recently,
compared the employment potential of.constructing and operating a naturalgas terminal to receive Alaskan and Indonesian LNG with that of b.u...Wing'
and installing solar systems to displact an equivalent to the LNG.d.- Onthe basis of reports by the California Pt:, the CPPC estimates that the
LNG terminal at Point Conception will generate 7,600 direct job-years
over its 20-year life (at 1,600 construction job-yeari for 4 years, 50
terminal operation job-years -and" 10 pipeline maintenance job-years for20 years). It would supply 9,490 bcf (cumulatively) over the 20-year period:,

CPPC's SolarCal figures are used to calculate the number of direct ssolar jobs that would be generated by using active solar to displace an
equivalent to the LNG case. As discussed aLove, solar would have generated
1.1 million direct jobs to displace 8,527-12,431 bcf. Hence, to displace
4,745 bcf over the 20-year period, the solar energy equivalenz would
generate 419,876-605,021 direct job-years. Since the study does not indicate
the potential job creation associated with a 20-...ear solar program, T. assume
(as CPPC does), that employment is proportional to the energy displaced,
regardlesa of time period.

The CPPC report also ventures a preliminary but useful total cost
comparison among these alternatives. Projecting a total cost to consumers
of 842.7 billion for the proposed INC terminal over the 20-year life of
the project (which would provide 474.3 bcf of INC annually), the UPC
concludes that soIir would displace 723.9 bcf/year for the same $42.7
billion investment. In other words, the solar option would generate a4-12:
times as many jobs as LNG for an equivalent total cost while providing 33
percent more energy. Or, put another way, the solar option would cost 33
percent less and generate 55-79 times more direct .!:bs than its LNG energy
equivalent.

It is important to note that the C?PC's projected cost of solar
collectors (S10 /ft) is one-fourth to about two-fifths the present average
cost. Hence, these cost comparisons assume a significant reduction in
solar collector costs over the ported as a result of echnica; innovation
and automation. If solar collector costs remain above $13/ft- (and LNG
prices remain stable), then there would no cost advantage to solar
"compared to. its INC equivalent -- although the direct employment advantaze
would remain.

On the national level, the employ'unt impact of a conser4ation program
has been examined_by the TEA (now the-Department-of Eneriy). According
to their analysis, a $1.65 billion expenditure on public works conservation
programs could realistically produce 100,470 direct jobs over a 20-month
period. These estimates relate to a program that includes retrofitting24
all Federal buildings and owe -half of all schools, colleges and non-Federal,
non-profit hospitals; weatherizing 1.35 zillion homes occupied, by low-
income families and 50,000 HUD-owned hdess; installing solar water heaters
in 10,000 of cat (vektherized) HUD-owned homes, and constructing 4,000
miles of bikeways.
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If each "job" is assumed to represent a full person-year for each
year of the program, then this program is expected to provide 167,449
person-years in direct employment over the 20-month period (124,333
unskilled, 15,999 skilled and 27,117 manufacture jobs). This translatesinto a cost/person-year of $9,850. Even under a conservative assumption
about job duration, the costs /job are substantially lower than those
associated with nuclear or LNG energy supplies. In comparison to convec-
tional domestic energy supplies, this conservation program offers the
SUM number of ;Os at about one-ninth to one-fifth the cost. In the
extreme case of LNG imports (where most of the employment benefits are
realized abroad), the cost per job is over 250 times the cost to producea job in conservation. Although FEA's cost figures are by compared to
Bensen's, it appears that, in general, conservation programs crest!, jobs
at a lower costL!ob than conventional energy alternatives.

Furthermore, the $1.64'billion Expenditure is expected to save about260.1 '0 D, producing an approximate cost savings of $475 'million per year.
In other words, the program would pay for itself in energy savings within 3to 4 years. In order to-compare the energy savings with the LNG alterna-
tive, I assume that a retrofit program will save 0.2 quads per year over
the 20-year period (i.e., the life of the retrofitted buildings is at
least 20 years), which would create 167,449 job-years and save about 4
quads over the period. This translates into a job /Energy output ratio of
41,862/quad. This is over 25 times the job/energy ratio associated with
the LNG alternative.

However, comparison between FEAri public works program and Bensen's
nuclear option yields quite different results. I estimated that the
nuclear option would actually cream almost three times as many direct
jobs as the conservation programs.* This comparison is particularly
important: It indicates that conservation measures do not necessarily
create more jobs than-nuclear (or coal) for an equivalent amount of
energy (in fact, the Benign ard TEA analyses indicate that the number
of jobs is less). However, conservation will be more cost effective;
that is, it creates these jobs tt lower coat jab and cost/quad.

Two recent efforts have also included the indirect employment effects
of solar energy in their comparisons. The Domestic Policy Review (DPE)
of solar energy-compared the direct and indirect employment effects of
two accelerated solar energy scenarios (the Maximum Practical and
Technicfi Limits cases) with base case employment over the 1978-2000
period. The study examines the labor requirements of thirteen
different solar technologies, taking account of the direct and indirect
jobs displaced in the conventional energy sector due to increased
solar penetration. The results indicate that total employment over
the period for the Maximum Practical Case is about 3 million man -years
higher than for the base case._ Tor the Technical LImits Case, total
employment is about 10 million man-years higher than in the lase Case.
Although these results indicate that accelerated solar energy strate-gies would have a positive effect on overall employment, the magnitudeof this effect is considerably smaller than those implied by previous,
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less complete analyses. The main reason for this is that the DPR did notlimit its comparison to flat-plate solar collector systems, but includeda variety of centralized,
relatively capital-intensive solar technologies.It is important to note, however, that the DPR did'not consider the

relative costs of energy under each scenario, nor did it take account of
labor-saving production techniques that would probably be necessary tomeet the levels of accelerated demand for solar.

Preliminary results from an internal Department of Energy (DOE)
analysis indicates that the installation of 2.2 million solar flat-plate
collector units by 1985 will increase real GNP by less than 0:1 percent,
and increase net employment 491985 by 60 thousand man-years (0.1 percent
increase over the base case). This analysis includes the direct and
indirect employment effects associated with flat-plate residential solar
systems, but does not fully take account of-the jobs displaced in the
conventional energy sector. Furthermore, the analysis implicitly assumesthat solar is cost-competitive with the conventional fuel it displaces,which may not be true for space heating systems by 1985. At the sametime, however, it uses the labor-output ratios associated with today'shigher cost systems. Both of these omissions could very well "net out"
the slightly positive employment and GNP effects indicated above.

In addition to the three employment effects (direct, indirect andinduced) described above, there is a fourth "substitution effect" asso-ciated with energy alternatives. To the extent that conventional orsolar energy systems cost sore, but are nevertheless made available to,and used by consumers, they will divert spending from other, electors ofthe economy. In almost all cases, this will decrease employment asenergy tat higher prices) is "substituted" for other goods and services.
This= assumes that "other goods and services" are more labor intensive
than the energy system. A recent comparison of labor intensities amongpersonal consumption activities indicates that thy) assumption isgenerally true for electricity, gasoline and'oil. The CPPC studyindicates that this assumpton is valid for LNG as well. Solar
technologies, however, appear to be the exception to the rule.

Conversely, a portion31 of all solar savings achieved throughthe application of conservation or solar technologies (reflected inlower fuel costs, utility bills or capital costs) willAe directlyreinvested or respent in other sectors of the economy. In almostall cases, these dollars will be spent or invested in sectors which havehigher average labor intensities (and lover average energy intensities).This is because most of the dollar savings from conservation and solarare derive.ifsom reducing expenditures on direct energy (e.g., oil, gas,electricity, coal). And direct energy (in particular, electric power)has the lowest averase labor intensities of almost all major consumerexpenditures.
3

Thus, on average, it appears that "responding
effect" will have a positive impact on employment.

Bruce Bannon incorporates3ihis
responding effect in his analysis ofvarious conservation measures. For the 1974 v.:snow, Ranson calculatesthe changes in direct and indirect employment together with the respondingeffect for a number of energy-conserving "shifts" in consumer expenditures.
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these incl-zde'shifte frcm plane to train, throwaway to refillable beverage
containers, tar to train, truck to freight train, car to but, car to bicycle,
electric :: zas stove and water heater, azong others. By dividing the net
change in employment demand by the net change in ever :;. demand, Hannon
arrives at a measure of the job potential per unit of energy saved. Unfor-
tunately, his analysis does not include the direction or magnitude of the
respending effect a:one. Nevertheless, his conclusions clearly show that
oonseratioh has substantial employment potentialregardless of the direction
of this respending effect. The largest net employment gains result from the
substitution of intercity train use for plane travel ( ?30,300 job-years per
quad ,axed), for car travel (700,000), for owner-operated truck freight
(675,3C0).and tne substitution of throwaway to refillable beverage containers
(750,000,. Hannon toncludes that full employment (defined as about 4 million
unemployed) would be reached by reducing energy use S to 10 percent through
tne implementation of these energy-saving changes.

For cost-effective energy conservation alternatives, recent studies
indicate that the total employment effects can be significantly positive.
A study sponsored by DOE assesses the national employment effects of 1)
imposing the miles per gallon (mpg) standards prescribed in the Energy
Conservation and Production Act and 2) meeting a 90 percent housing retrofit
goal where the retrofit is in coutpliance with minimum Federal standards under
the National Energy Plan. j5 The study takes the-direct and indirect labor
requirements into account and "nets out" the jobs lost in other sectors of
the economy (as, for example. when less steel is used in automobile production).
It also estimates the employment generated as net energy savings are respent
in the economy.

The results of this study indicate that, in meeting the mpg standards,
net employment in 1985 will increase slightly, but significantly (i.e., by
10 to 20 thousand man-years). For the retrofit program, net employment in
1985 will increase by 70 thousand man-years (if homeowners finance the
investment) to 520,000 man-years (if the government finances the retrofits
through debt). Another recent study spotgsored by DOE yields similar results
for industrial cogeneration activities. In this analysis, the effects of
cogeneration induced'from an additional Federal investment tax credit are
expected to be quite small but distinctly positive. Real GNP in 1985 increases
by $635 million (in 1972 dollars) and total net employment increases by
5,000 man-years over the base case. Unfortunately, the methodology used in
both of these studies cannot' estimate the longer-run effect of increased
private or public debt on the economy. Nevertheless, these results illustrate
that direct employment alone paints an incomplete picture of the total job
creation pc.cential of conservation measures, particularly thOse that are
cost-effective.,

A report by Len Rodbesg for the Joint Economic Committee indicates just
how powerful this "respending effect" can be for national employment.37 Rodberg
compares the employment effects of a conservation/solar scenario (CARE) to
the base case for the year 1990. According to Rodberg's cost estimates, the
CARE scenario will displace 45 quads of conventional energy in 1990, and
save consumers over $50 billion in that yew:. Rodberg estimates that the
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responding of thee. dO,t-ofiVtilgO will account for 4bout two- thirds of tnototal 1 million jobs riot It should be noted that Kodberes analysisonly -Woks at the cast savings for 4 single year (i.e., 1140), and !wide
ignores the higher costs (end their affect on employment) of solsr/eonser2vation during the early years of the program. Nonetheless the sod./ OorteOto illustrate how important the responding effect (or, 4011Vorldly, the Mitt=stitution effect) WA)e in a comparison of employment impact*.

In examining the quantitative impact_01 energy alternatives, it toimportant to recognise the potential trade-off between the maker. and _skill
tulaa.1011 of jobs created. it is clear that for a given level of
investment, more lower-skilled (and hence lower wage) Jobs ten be createdthan high- stapled jobs. As indicated below, most of the solar and conserva-
tion projects examined in this section represent systems with lower.skill
requirements than conventional alternatives. It seems reasonable to expect.
however, that the job creation potential of solar system. wit' higher skilland wage levels (such as community sise and induqtrial systems) is lowerthan the smallscale alternatives. This is an important arils fur furt,,ofanalysis.

The skill levels requited for alternaecve energy systemi is petticutarlyimportant when considering the displacement of labor employed in conventionalenergy production. According to the OTA and Skip Laitnert; analysis, about;WO percent of the work required to build and maintain a conventional
electric cysts. is associated with conventional fuel supply. for urethral
gas production and delivery, the percentage is even greater." Solar andconservation will affect these jobs by displacing lust consumption. :urther.pore, to the extent that chose alternatives, cut demand -for peak generatingcapacity, they will also affect jobs in conitruation and 011MHof generatingequipment (about 40 percent of total work force). There is one Job area,
however, that solar and conservation are unlikely to affects namely, crane-minion and distribution,

Conventional energy backup- -and hence distributionand tranemiasion facilities .will be an economic necessity for solar spaceand water heating for the short and medium term. Hence, any solar (or
conservation) eit4rnatiVe is unlikely to affect employment in this area,except in the extreme ass when all or a very large fraction of local *Orgyneeds are met with solar,"

These considerations highlight the importance of examining skill level
"mixes" associated with solar or conservation in direct comparison with theJobe they may displace, Unfortunately, current employment impact analyses
are screen lacking in qualitative comparisons. Nonetheless, some general
observations can be made, based on prolisinary analysis in this area.

. Most of the employment directly erectedby a ftelliolginYlilljrateranfsigie heating will be in the installation ofthrequipment by conventional building trades, and in the creation of new
manufacturing industries, According to the OTA analysis,_ many f the skills
required ter installation Of the equipment will be very similar to thoserequired for conventional 'insulation projects, although some brief training
programs will undubtadly be needed. The work will be easily identical to
the installation of sptiptiosted airauesditining and heating systems in
conventional buildings. The CPPC Jobs survey and a study done for the
Sheet Metal Workers International Assqtetin by the Stanford lesearsh
bailouts foes to similar senelusious.41
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However, it also appears that small-scale solar installations require
a different "mix" of skill levels than conventional power. Xccording to
OTA, solar installations on individual buildings typically require one
sup:rvisor for each 10 workmen while the ratio for the conventional coal
equipment is closer to 1 to 3.42 Hence, while small solar systems may
enhance job opportunities for blue collar workers and for construction
workers overall. higher level skill and wage categories =ay be displaced

the transitizr. to solar energy.

The larger industrial and community solar systems, on tha other hand,
require much more professional work. They employ supervisors, managers,
draftsmen, designers and engineers in roughly the same proportion as these
skills are iffquired in the construction of conventional power-generating
facilities. 'According to OT., these skill catescries represent over 30
percent of total construction workers in a conventional .44

Since
mar.: large solar facilities are likely to be supplemental to conventional
'Dc:.lers and generators, it follows that the-solar equipment would simply
edd work in these areas at each installation. Thus, solar heating systems
i these larger installations could also provide work for manual construc-
tion workers in the building trades (about 48 percent of total construction
job requirements).

Employment opportunities in the manufacturing of solar collectors and
components are more difficult to define. This is ktcause the pattern of
growth in the industry is presently unpredictable. None o the studies
I examined provided a detailed comparison of manufacturing %%ill categories.
From the OTA analysis, it appears that solar heating systems provide about
3 to 4 times as many direct manufacturing jobs as conventional electric
power for an equivalent amount of energy production. Without a more
detailed comparison, however, this conclusion is tentative at best.

Targeting solar jobs to the unemployed has become a major objective of
many job training programs throughout the country. However, a report by the
Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI) indicates that only 18 percent of the
jobs required for spar water and spcae heating systems are for semiskilled
or unskilled labor. These figures may come as a surprise to many advocates
of training the unemplv'ed to install solar collectors. The point is that
we do not really know whether these trainees can be readily placed in solar-
related jobs.

Photovoltaics (P/V). Analysis of the qualitative--as well as the
q.entitative--employment impacts in this area is highly speculative,
sive the manufacturing process will be changing dramatically as a result
of echnical innovations and automation. According to OTA's analysis,
about 30-170 percent of the manpower requirements for current, tracking
silicon photovoltaic systems is associated with collector and cell manu-
facture. Since P/V manufacturing currently involves a labor-intensive,
handcrafted process, this proportion is expected to decrease with
increased automation. Installation job requirements (currently 30-60 percent
of total requirements) will probably involve the same types of skills
required in conventional construction trades. Unfortunately, information
on the relative proportion of skilled versus unskilled labor is currontiy"
unavailable. It is reasonable to expect, however, that the large, con-
tralizmd P/V systems will require acre professional work than small,
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Conservation Measures for Buildings. As in the case of solar heatini
systems, building weatherization projects will create new .;obs primarilyin the installation of materials (i.e., insulation, storm vindows, weather-
stripping, etc.) and in the manufacturing of these conservation measuresis significantly different than those associated with conventional energy
production. The FEA study indicates that unskilled jobs account for 7:-80
percent of the total jobs associated. with building retrofits and eatheri-zation. Skilled jobs account for only about 8-10 percent in most cases- -compared to over 40 percent in total job requirements for conventional
energy production. On average, about 16 percent of all jobs are in menu-
fact4ring, compared to about 3 to 4 percent for conventional electric
power. According to a survey by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, over 60
percent of manufacturing workers aro low-skilled (defined as machinists,
packagers, and warehouse loaders).47

In addition to examintag, the level and variety of job skills created,a comprehensive employment impact analysis should also consider the timing,duration and geographic distribution of jobs created. An energy project
that puts a lot of people to work today is preferable to labor than one
that creates a f44 jobs each year over a long period, particularly during
periods of high unemployment. Conventional plant construction, as well as
the widespread development of larger solar systems are preferred for this
reason. Furthermore, jobs that can be readily targeted to undercroployed
communities and regions will ease structural unemployment. In general,
small-scale solar and conservation programs are best candidates for this
type of targeting- -both because of their relative size And low-sicillIwa^e
requirements.

Unfortunately, none et the studies examined even attempts to analyze
these qualitative aspects in a comprishensiN... way. None co;:siders a soe,4"-
mix of conservation and solar projects that could provide appropriate for
dIsplraed workers of, for example, a nuclear plant. Nor do :hey compare
the effect of energy alternatives on the workplace environment and cr.
,cupational safety. It is clear that qualitative analysis in energy a::%-:

jobs remains one of the most fruitful areas for ongoing research e"----

Part 3: Conclusion

While a number of recent studies have provided valuable insights.
it can be safely asserted that the employment effects of alternative
energy applications are not well known. Nevertheless, it is possib1.1
at this point to make some tentative conclusions. Specifically, it
appears that the general direction of such changes in terms of direct
job creation will be towards greater employment opportunities. In
reviewing the literature on the subject, I found that:

o For the same amount of energy, solar creates 55-80 tizes'as
many direct obs as UM. However, at today LNG ands collector
costs or future costs greater than 515/ft.'), solar will cost
more to provide an equivalent amount of energy.

o for the same amount of energy, conservation measures (i.e.,
insulation, weatherstrippint, storm windows, etc.) create
26 times-es rainy direct lobs ee l= at about one-nin th to
01404 'Abe-cost.,
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o For the sate amount of energy, solar heating systems create
2 to-o times more direct lobs than conventional powerplants.
The upper bound represents a comparison with nuclear and, in
my best estimation, with combined cycle plants. However, at
todays collector costs and electricity rates less than, about
$0.04/k*.h, solar will generally be uneconomical in comparison
with conventional alternatives.

o Conservation measures such as direct insul.ation, weather-
stripping, etc., create direct lobs at leas than one-third
the ccst!job of nuclear power and will be economical in
ill parts of the country. However, they create lc., direct
jobs than nucicx and other conventional powerplanti per
energy equivalent.

These findings lead to the conclusion that an "optimal energy strategy"
:Id be to implement a combination of solar and conservation measures.

r. , strategy vould maximize direct job creation at lower total costs-(and
c is /job) than conventional alternatives. As discussed above, the overall
n::ect of conservation or accelerated solar energy use on employment is
intricately tied to the cost of these energy sources relative to conventional
alternatives. Hence, the issue-of energy and employment relates to the
issue of how conservation methods and solar technologies can be made more
cost-effective. Policies that promote cost reductions in the solar industry,
reform electricity rates to reflect "marginal costs" and reduce the amount of
subsidization to conventional energy will substantially improve the cost-
effectiveness of solar and conservation in the future.

In sum, while the employment effects of alternative energy systems have
act yet been determined with accuracy, preliminary analysis indicates that
an energy strategy designed to promote the development of these industries
would have a favorable effect on direct job creation. However, a word of
caution is in order: Because direct employment effects are visible, they
are likely to be t.:te most useful in generating political coalitions among
energy and labor activities. But if direct job creation is a misleading
indicator of total job creation, successful coalition action may result in
perverse policy decisions--which eventually hurt coalition constituencies
and damage prospects for future coalition. In particular, it is important
to ask -hether or not the energy alternative encouraged throUgh policy
measures will cost the nation (or the region in question) more--and if so,
how this additional cost will affect business activity and jobs. The
dramatic need for both more employment and more enlightened energy condi...,
underscore the need for continuing detailed analysis in the area of energy and
jobs, with a clear understanding of its political context and limitations.
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FOOTNOTES

Much of the ccnceptual framework used here as deve,oped
with Michael F. Kieschnick.

The choice of a discount rate is a very controversial isst.e: it canrange from zero (i.e., implying that we count costs to future gene-
rations equal to the way we count current costs) to the market rateof return on money (i.e., its nrivace "opportunity cost"). All thestudies; examined implicitly used a zero discount rate. In my esti-mation, these studies should explicitly state their reasons for doingso, and provide a sensitivity analysis of their results. based ondifferent discount rat* assumptions.

Another social cost that should be considered is the sccia: "opportunitycost" of labor. For any project that employs the hard-core unemplzed(e.g., small-scale solar or conservation systems). the social cost oflabor will generally be significantly lower than the market wage rate.See: "The Private and Social Costs of Unemployment" by MartinFeldstein in: The American Economic Review, papers and proceedi:Igs.M.sy 1973, pp. 155-158.

4
See: An Analysis of Federal Incentives Used to Stimulate Enerv.Production. 3actelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories. March I97S.

5
Person -years and person-hours can refer to a variety of employee-timecombinations. For example, two person-years can rep.resent two personsworking full-time for 1 year, or 1 person working full-time for 2 years.

6
Application of Solar Technology to Today's Energy Needs (!raft,
Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, June 1977, pp. 711-25-V:1-35.

7
Ibid., pp. VII-27.

8 "Manpower Requirements for Nuclear and Coal ?owe:plants". Skl.p taitner,editor of Critical Mass.

9.As of May 7, 1979, the final CEP study wee not available in its entirety.The figures used here are based on testimony before the Joint Economic
Committee in March 197$.
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FCOTNOTES (coned.)

(1

The inclusion of this factor is expected to widen the jobs/energy out-
put Sap, although the magnitude is unknown. The direction of change
in costs /jobs is unclear, since both the numerator and denominator
would increase. It seems unlikely, however, th..t inclusion of this
factor woul3 substantially narrow 'the gap between coscijcbs associated
with solar/conservation and nuclear.

11
Conversation with John Stutz, Energy Systems Research Group.
November 20, 1978.

This estimate is based on relatively high collector cost of $5 /ft.2,
which is probably appropriate for New York, but may be too high for
other parts of the country.

13 A
ccording to Bensen's figures, conservation will be uneconomictl (i.s.,
energy savings will be less than initial costs over the 30-year period)
only if electricity costs less than $0.4c/k'p'h. This is clearly lower
than any residential or commercial rate in the country.

14
A Comparative Analysis of the Employment Effects of Solar Energy' in
California, State of California Employment Development Department,
pp. 27, October 1977.

15
Ibid., pp. 16.

16
Ibid.

17
OTA's End Skip Laitnees analyses indicate that non-construction .lobs
for conventional powerplants represent 75-85 percent of direct lobs
per energy equivalent. :For a flat-plate or photovoltai: solar syz:em,
on the other hand, only about 30-50 percent of total direct jobs are
non-installation requirements (see OTA end CPPC studies). Although the
systems analyzed in the EDD study are not directly comparable to those
examined by OTA and Skip Laitner, it can-generally be concluded that'
".DD's methodology will significantly bias their conclusions in favor.of
solar.

18 A Framework for Prolecting Employment and Population Changes
Accompanying Energy Development Phase I. Argonne National Laboratory
Energy and Environmental Systems Division. August :976.
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MOTNOTES (ccnt'd.)

19
The ratios are slightly different due tothe fact-thar direct .!obs
in table 4 include ov'r the lifeline; in table 3. on the other
hand. the EDD excluded 04M.

20
California Public Policy Center, Jot*from the Sun: EmoloYment
Development in the California Solar rriertldcIstrv:I:. Project Dir.:
Fred Branfman, Consultant: Steve Lamar (Los Angeles: California
Public Folicy Center, February 1978).

The objectives of SolarCal were (1) to retrofit solar space and hot
water heaters on 75 percent of all single-family units and 93 percent
of all multi - family residential units in California, (2) to require
solar space and water heating on all single-family and multi-family
units built after Jan. 1, 1985, (3) to retrofit 50 percent of all
commercial space and mandate solar space and water heating on all
new commercial buildings and (4) to annually displace 95 bcf of
natural gas with solar in industrial processes.

21 CPPC's figures encompass' a wide variety of solar options, while
Bensen's represent solar heating only. Furthermore, Bensen's
figures include 04M. while CPPC's do not.

22
Ibid., pp. 84,88. The analysis is limited to because as the report
notes, imparted natural gas from Mexico or Canada would enter California
through already existing pipelines. Therefore, the use of these
resources.yould virtually generate no new jobs tr.

23
The TEA analysis is summarized by S. Lear: Sutcliff and .Ulan R. Hoffman
in a Senate Commerce Committee memorandum submitted to the Carter
Transition Group (December 14, 1976).

24
Retrofitting measures include installing weather-stripping, zaul%ing,
insulation and double glazed windows.

25
r or example, if a "job" is assumed to represent only one -half year
emplo7me.M for each project yearthe costsfperson-years are B1S,7C0.
This represents a lower cost/person-year than any other alternative
examined.
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FOOTNOTES (cont'd.)

26
The study assumes a cost of 513 /bbl in 1976 dollars.

=7 For this calculatioc, I assumed that the retrofits would last over a
30-year period, comparable to the nuclear plant-life.

28
Domestic Policy Review of Solar Energy. Final Report, Impacts Panel,
Velure 1, Appendix A. U,S. Department of Energy TID-28835/1
(October 1978).

lq
- Macroeconomic and Sector las lications of Installing 2.2 Million Residential

Solar Units. Analysis Memorandum (Draft 1978) by Ronald R. Earley,
'.!llek M. Mohtadi et al, Macroeconomic Analfsis Division, Energy
Laformation Administration.

30
See: Energy Conservation: Its Nature, Ridden Benefits and Ridden
Barriers. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. 1975 pp. 34.

31
Some of the income will be saved (e.g., ia commercial banks) by
consumers and only "indirectly" invested by others.

32
In some regions of the country, dollar savings will also be achieved
for solar applications as an alternative to electricity.

33
Energy Conservation, Its Nature, Ridden Benefits and Hidden Barriers,
op. cit.

34
Energy Labor and the Consumer Society," by Dr. Bruce Hannon in
Technology Review, March/April 1977. See also: "Conserving Energy
While Increasing Employment," Dr. Bruce Rarnon. Testimony before
Joint Economic Committee Rearing entitled, "Creating Jobs Through
Energy Policy," March 14-15, 1978.

35
E:WomesAtscf.AOchievinederal Energy Conservation Coals
by Douglas Dacy, Robert E. Euenne and Paul McCoy. Prepared for the
Department of Energy by Institute for Defense Analysis (Arlington,
Virginia, 1978).

36
An vsis of th
Dev t t D4Z TO us an144% 004Xtdr V

Macroec I facts of Cotenerationonomii

Magromeonestc_Mod . Proper or the Departsent o
Associates *clean, Virginia, Sept. 1970.
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FOOTNOTES (cont'd.)

37
Employment Impact of the Solar Transition. Prepared by Len Rodber3 for
the Joint Economic Committee. U.S. Congress (April 6, 1979).

38
See: Project independence Task Force Labor Report Federal Enery
Administration. November 1974, pp. 73-97.

39
Application of Solar Technology to Today's Energy Needs, OD. cit.
p. V11-35:

40
Ibid., pp. VII-32-33.

41.
Jobs Under the Sun, op. cit., pp. 22. Stanford Research 7.nstitute,
Strategic Implications of Solar Ener.0 for Employment of Sheet Y.etal
Waiters, H.W. Brock, G.R. Murray, J.D. McConnell, J.C. Snipes.
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California; prepared for
the Sheet Metal Workers International Association. Cited in
Jobs Under tlos Sun, op. cit. p. 22.

42
Ap.lication of Solar Technology o. cit. p. VII-35.

43
Ibid., p. VII-33.

44
Ibid.

45
Ibid.

46
Solar Commercialization and The Labor Market. by Bart Mason, Gregg
idrris, Barbara Burns; Solar Energy Research Institute, SERI /T?-
53 -123 (Golden, Cclorado; December 1978).

47
Jobs Under the SunimLIA.
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